
USER’S MANUAL FOR TRAMPOLINE TENT 

READ THIS MANUAL AND ALL MATERIALS PROVIDED WITH YOUR TRAMPOLINE THOROUGHLY BEFORE ASSEMBLING OR 

ALLOWING ANY PERSON TO USE THIS TRAMPOLINE TENT.  PLEASE RETAIN THIS MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. 

Warning  

To reduce the chance of death or serious injury, read the user’s manual before you assemble or use the tent. 

Adult Supervision: 

 Adult assembly required. 

 Adult supervision required for children whilst using the tent. 

Protect Children:   

 Prevent falls and strangulation---Exit through the door only, and use caution. 

 Assist young children in and out of tent. 

 No jumping inside tent before it is mounted on the trampoline enclosure & no climbing on top of the tent.                  

 High temperatures can harm children. On hot days keep windows open to reduce build-up of heat inside. 

 Frame pads must be in place prior to tent assembly.  

 The tent is not a substitute for the safety net and enclosure.  

 Fully inspect the tent for any damage before any play session commences. Discontinue use if any parts are damaged.  

Reduce the chance of Fire, Burns, and Electrocution: 

 No fires, flame ignition sources, such as matches, light, candles, heaters, lanterns, or barbecues in, under, or near the tent. .  

 No plug-in electrical devices. Do not use household electrical appliances inside the tent. 

 Tent floor must be in place, trampoline mat is not flame retardant. 

Protect the Tent and Trampoline: 

 No sharp or glass objects inside the tent. 

 No pets with claws inside the tent. 

 Keep away from tree branches which may pierce the tent. 

 In high or gusting winds, torrential rain, and in heavy snow, take down the tent and stake trampoline line to the ground. Do not take 

shelter inside the tent during bad weather.  

 Clean only with a damp cloth. 

 Recommended for outdoor use.  

Keep all flame and heat sources away from this fabric. This tent fabric is not fire proof, the fabric will burn if left in continuous 

contact with any flame. The application of any foreign substance to the tent may render the flame resistant properties ineffective. 

HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE TRAMPOLINE TENT 

Read all assembly steps carefully before beginning to assemble the tent. Refer to drawings for clarification. It is recommended that two 

people assemble this tent together. No tools are required for the tent assembly nor any screws or nuts. It is recommended that gloves are 

worn whilst you assemble the tent. The trampoline can be regarded as a “table” to keep the tent off the ground and offer a frame of 

reference. 

 

STEP 1: 

Make sure the trampoline pad is installed and secured properly to the trampoline top frame. (see figure 1) 

              

                    FIGURE 1      FIGURE 2 

STEP 2:    

Assemble the fiberglass poles by joining the sections together with existing connectors attached to the poles. The elastic cord can be seen 

inside the poles and holds them rigidly together (see figure 2). 

 

BE CAREFUL OF THE POLE ENDS AND CONNECTOR WHEN YOU ASSEMBLE THE POLES AS THERE IS A POTENTIAL HAZARD 

TO CLAMP YOUR HANDS. 

 



After assembling they should be placed on the ground and you should have poles of the same length. 

 

STEP 3: 

Now place the tent on the trampoline mat and determine which direction you want the door to face. The screened door is “U” shaped with 

zippers on the inside and outside, this will be your tent access point. Make sure that the doors of the tent are in the same position as the 

doors of the enclosure net. If the doors are not aligned correctly at this stage it will be difficult to move the tent around once it has been 

assembled around the frame. The tent must be thrown over the entire trampoline frame with the door correctly aligned. One person should 

stand on the jumping surface of the trampoline while the other person should stand outside near the frame of the trampoline. The two 

adults should work together to get the edges of the tent to correspond with the enclosure poles of the trampoline. Once this has been 

achieved, the sides of the tent should be pulled down slowly over the frame. Then slide one assembled pole into one of the side sleeves of 

the tent, do not force the pole(s) through the sleeve(s), you have to ease the pole through the sleeve until it fits into the top pockets of the 

tent. Once one end of the pole is securely fitted into the top pocket, place the other end of the pole into the Velcro pocket and secure the 

Velcro pocket around the pole firmly. Repeat with the other poles until they are all into their sleeves separately (see FIGURE 3, number of 

poles and sleeves depends on the size of tent ordered hence diagram is just for fitting purposes). 
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STEP 4: 

We always recommend you have a safety net installed on the trampoline. If you do not have a safety net installed then slide the coloured 

sleeve on the tent onto the enclosure pole, and then from the coloured sleeve fit the other end of the pole into the top pockets of the tent. 

Repeat this process until all the poles have been fitted (see figure 4a and 4b). If you have the safety net installed then you will need to put 

the Velcro pole pocket, (which now holds the pole inside it), on to the tops of the enclosure poles and enclosure net (Figure 4b). If you are 

able to slide the pole sleeves on to the enclosure poles then do so but most safety nets cover the top of the enclosure poles and there is no 

room to fit the sleeves, hence you can leave the sleeves off, they are not essential when you have the safety netting in place. When all the 

ends of the poles have been inserted into their relevant pockets, the whole tent should evenly cover the trampoline. Then fasten the tent to 

the frame using the plastic hooks found on the elasticated cord at the bottom of the tent. Repeat the same process evenly around the 

circumference of the frame. The tent is now fully assembled and ready to use. 

Note:  

Neither the retailer nor the manufacturer are liable for the misuse of this product.  

The product is intended to be used only as a trampoline play accessory, and to fit over the trampoline pole enclosures and to be used in 

conjunction with a safety net. The tent is not intended to replace the safety net in any way.  

Adult supervision is required when children are playing on the trampoline. 

The tent includes windows and a door which should be opened to keep the inside of the tent well ventilated. 


